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Mapping Antarctica: A Five Hundred Year Record of Discovery (Springer Praxis Books)Springer, 2013

	Antarctica was to be the greatest discovery of them all! It was never to be a tripping

	over of a piece of useless land: the Greek philosophers had predicted a polar land-

	mass of geophysical importance! The question was rather whether or not man could

	bridge the "torrid equatorial zone" that was thought to separate the...
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Nanostructured Materials for Solar Energy ConversionElsevier Limited, 2007
The first book on Solar cells based on nanotechnology     

       Nanostructured Materials for Solar Energy Conversion covers a wide variety of materials and device types from inorganic materials to organic materials. This book deals with basic semiconductor physics, modelling of nanostructured solar cell, nanostructure of conventional...
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Encyclopedia of the Solar System, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2006
Long before Galileo published his discoveries about Jupiter, lunar craters, and the Milky Way in the Starry Messenger in 1610, people were fascinated with the planets and stars around them.  That interest continues today, and scientists are making new discoveries at an astounding rate.  Ancient lake beds on Mars, robotic spacecraft missions, and...
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Wind and Solar Power SystemsCRC Press, 1999
- K.G. Craig, Journal of Environmental Quality, 2006

Throughout the text, it is abundantly clear the author is a knowledgeable engineer with considerable experience in the diverse sciences and technologies that provide the foundations of wind and photovoltaic power generation. It is also obvious that he is an experienced teacher, because...
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Particles And the Universe (Physics in Our World)Facts on File, 2007
AS A STUDENT forced to flee Cambridge University during an epidemic in 1665–66, Isaac Newton—later knighted, becoming Sir Isaac—found a lot of time to do experiments. He put this time to good use, discovering the basis for many of the laws of physics he would go on to publish a few decades later. Newton’s equations...
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Photovoltaic Design and Installation For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2010

	The fun and easy way to get a grip on photovoltaic design and installation


	Designing and installing solar panel systems is a trend that continues to grow. With 'green collar' jobs on the rise and homeowners looking for earth-friendly ways to stretch their dollars and lesson their carbon imprint, understanding...
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The Earth and the Moon (The Solar System)Chelsea House Publications, 2006

	The planets Mercury,Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn—all visible to the naked eye—were known to ancient peoples. In fact, the Romans gave these planets their names as they are known today. Mercury was named after their god Mercury, the fleet-footed messenger of the gods, because the planet seems especially fast moving when viewed...
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Solar Hydrogen Generation: Toward a Renewable Energy FutureSpringer, 2008
Given the backdrop of intense interest and widespread discussion on the prospects of a hydrogen energy economy, this book aims to provide an authoritative and up-to-date scientific account of hydrogen generation using solar energy and renewable sources such as water. While the technological and economic aspects of solar hydrogen generation are...
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Molecular Catalysts for Energy Conversion (Springer Series in Materials Science)Springer, 2008
The role of molecular catalysts for energy conversion grows more and more important since these have wide applications in fuel cells, electrochemical solar cells, artificial photo-syntheses, and so on. A firm strategy for their design and application is awaited to cope with the expeditious solution of the latest energy and environment issues. This...
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Solar Radiation and Daylight Models, Second Edition: For the Energy Efficient Design of BuildingsButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
A practical guide to the modelling and application of solar energy data     

       The cost of operating a building far exceeds the cost of constructing it, and yet until recently little attention was paid to the impact of solar radiation on the costs of heating, cooling and ventilation. And now that there has been a surge in interest...
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Solution Processing of Inorganic MaterialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Discover the materials set to revolutionize the electronics industry
The search for electronic materials that can be cheaply solution-processed into films, while simultaneously providing quality device characteristics, represents a major challenge for materials scientists. Continuous semiconducting thin films with large carrier mobilities are...
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Plasmonics: From Basics to Advanced Topics (Springer Series in Optical Sciences)Springer, 2012

	This book deals with all aspects of plasmonics, basics, applications and advanced developments. Plasmonics is an emerging field of research dedicated to the resonant interaction of light with metals. The light/matter interaction is strongly enhanced at a nanometer scale which sparks a keen interest of a wide scientific community and offers...
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